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MODULAR OPERADS AND THE NERVE THEOREM
PHILIP HACKNEY, MARCY ROBERTSON, AND DONALD YAU
Abstract. We describe a category of undirected graphs which comes equipped
with a faithful functor into the category of (colored) modular operads. The
associated singular functor from modular operads to presheaves is fully faithful,
and its essential image can be classified by a Segal condition. This theorem can
be used to recover a related statement, due to Andre´ Joyal and Joachim Kock,
concerning a larger category of undirected graphs whose functor to modular
operads is not just faithful but also full.
The inclusion of the simplex category ∆ into Cat, the category of small categories,
induces a fully faithful functor from Cat into the category Set∆
op
of presheaves,
via the assignment C 7→ Fun(−,C). It is classical that the essential image of this
functor consists of those presheaves X which satisfy a Segal condition; that is, for
every n ≥ 2 the set Xn can be described as an iterated pullback
Xn ∼= X1 ×X0 X1 ×X0 · · · ×X0 X1︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
.
To goal of this paper is to extend this story to the setting of modular operads.
A modular operad [GK98] is an algebraic structure consisting of a sequence of
Σn-sets P (n), indexed on nonnegative integers n, together with
• ‘composition operations’ P (n)× P (m)→ P (n+m− 2), one for each pair
of integers (i, j) ∈ [1, n]× [1,m] and
• ‘contraction operations’ P (n)→ P (n− 2), one for each pair of integers (i, j)
with 0 ≤ i < j ≤ n.
This paper, along with its companion [HRY20], center around a new category of
graphs that permit a Segalic approach to the study of modular operads. This
category is a refined version (see Remark 1.8) of a category of graphs studied by
Andre´ Joyal and Joachim Kock in [JK11].
Our modular graphical category, called U, was developed in the companion
paper [HRY20]. The objects of this category are undirected, connected graphs with
loose ends, while morphisms are given by ‘blowing up’ vertices of the source into
subgraphs of the target in a way that reflects iterated operations in a modular
operad. Regarding a graph as a colored modular operad generated by its vertices,
one should have a (faithful) functor U → ModOp into the category of colored
modular operads. Our main theorem, which reappears later as Theorem 3.6, is that
(colored) modular operads can be characterized as certain objects in the category
Û = SetU
op
of U-presheaves.
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2 P. HACKNEY, M. ROBERTSON, AND D. YAU
Theorem A. The functor U → ModOp induces a fully-faithful functor N :
ModOp → Û. The essential image of N consists precisely of those presheaves
which satisfy a strict Segal condition.
Part of the content of this theorem is the description of the functor from graphs
to modular operads. In this paper, the color set of a modular operad is actually an
involutive color set, where color matching for composition and contraction operations
are governed by the involution (similar to the situation for cyclic multicategories in
[CGR14]). For example, given a graph G, the associated modular operad has color
set of cardinality 2|E(G)|, with one color for each possible orientation on each edge.
If e is an edge of G joining two vertices v and w, the generating operations v and
w will be tagged with opposing orientations of the edge e, and so can be formally
composed.
Modular operads as we define them here were first introduced (for the ground
category Set) in [JK11], where they are called ‘compact symmetric multicategories.’
These were further studied in the thesis of Sophie Raynor [Ray18] and in [Ray19].
Most geometric examples of colored modular operads in the literature have been
in the setting where the involution on color sets is trivial, as in [Gia13], [HVZ10],
and [KW17]. A notable exception is [Pet13], which had a class of examples which
were colored by involutive groupoids, rather than involutive sets. On the other
hand, Drummond-Cole and the first author studied colored cyclic operads with
involutive set of colors in [DCH18]. Working with involutive color sets had distinct
homotopical advantages in that work, which were already clear in [DCH19, 2.11].
But it had a further advantage: colored cyclic operads (in the sense of [HRY19]),
colored operads, and colored dioperads can all be considered as special types of
colored cyclic operads when allowing for involutive color sets. Likewise, our more
general notion of modular operad that we consider in this paper allows one to regard
wheeled properads as a special case.
The category U from the above is a subcategory of ModOp, but it is not a
full subcategory. Instead, it is generated by morphisms that are local in nature,
involving two or fewer vertices. In the companion paper (see also Remark 1.8), this
restriction is used to show that U admits a generalized Reedy structure [BM11]
(allowing us to use the Reedy model structure on categories of diagrams), which
may not be true for the full subcategory Gr of ModOp spanned by the graphs.
The second theorem of our paper (appearing later as Theorem 4.1), is the following.
Theorem B (Joyal–Kock 2011). The full subcategory inclusion Gr → ModOp
induces a fully-faithful functor NJK : ModOp→ Ĝr. The essential image of NJK
consists precisely of those presheaves which satisfy a strict Segal condition.
This theorem was announced in [JK11], and in Section 4 we show how this follows
from Theorem A. This is the first publicly available proof of Theorem B. Our proof
does not use the techniques proposed by Joyal and Kock.
Related work. The topic of nerve theorems has a rich literature (that we cannot
hope to cover adequately), including a general machine [BMW12, Web07] that one
can use to prove nerve theorems. This was used by Weber [Web07] to prove a
nerve theorem for operads involving the dendroidal category Ω from [MW07] (see
also the later account [Koc11, Theorem 2.5.4]). This is also the approach towards
Theorem B that was indicated in [JK11]. In her thesis [Ray18], Sophie Raynor
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proved two variations of Theorem B along these lines: one dealt with non-unital
modular operads, while the unital version used an alternative category of graphs (see
also [Ray19]). In contrast, Theorem A does not fit into the framework of [BMW12],
as U is not a full subcategory of ModOp. Instead, the situation is more akin to the
approach to the dendroidal nerve theorem found in the work of Cisinski, Moerdijk,
and Weiss (see, for instance, [CM13, Corollary 2.6]).
Further directions. In [HRY20] we explained the notion of (inner and outer)
coface maps of U. Given a coface map δ with codomain G, one can define the horn
Λδ[G] which is a subobject of the representable object U[G]. A strict inner Kan
presheaf X is a presheaf such that every diagram with δ an inner coface map
Λδ[G] X
U[G]
∃!
admits a unique filler. One could ask if the presheaves of Theorem A coincide with
the strict inner Kan presheaves, in analogy with the situation for categories, operads
[MW09], properads [HRY15], and so on. See also Remark 2.16.
Outline. We begin the paper by recalling, in Section 1, essential information about
U from the companion paper [HRY20]. Section 2 deals with modular operads, and
is split into two subsections, the first of which gives a monadic definition of modular
operad valid in any closed symmetric monoidal category E. As we are working
with modular operads with involutive color sets, this definition is technically new,
but we regard this section as background. The heart of the paper begins in §2.2,
where we construct, for each graph G, a modular operad 〈G〉. This is part of a
functor J : U→ModOp, and in Section 3 we use this functor to prove Theorem A.
The most delicate part is found in §3.1, where we associate a modular operad to
any Segal U-presheaf. The final section indicates how to recover Theorem B from
Theorem A.
Acknowledgments. This paper owes a lot to discussions several years ago with
both Andre´ Joyal and Joachim Kock. We are also grateful to Sophie Raynor for
explaining her thesis work to us. Finally, we’d like to thank various members of the
Centre of Australian Category Theory for their questions and suggestions as this
project developed.
Notation. Let C be a category. If x and y are objects of C, we will write either
hom(x, y) or C(x, y) for the set of morphisms from x to y. We will write Ĉ for the
category of C-presheaves, that is, contravariant functors from C to the category
Set of sets.
1. Background on the graphical category U
All material from this section appears in some form in the companion paper
[HRY20], where proofs and further details may be found. Here we’ve only included
the essential topics needed to understand what follows.
Graphs in this paper are undirected and are allowed to have ‘loose ends’; that
is, it is not necessary for both ends (or either end) of an edge to touch a vertex.
See Figure 1 for a picture of one such graph. A model to keep in mind (compare
[JS91, §2]) is that a graph can be taken to be a pair (X,V ) where X is a space,
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Figure 1. A typical graph with loose ends
V is a finite set of points of X, and X \ V is a one-manifold (without boundary)
having only a finite set of connected components. Components of X \ V are the
edges of the graph, and elements of V are the vertices. Thus we may have loops
divorced from any vertex (those components of X \ V homeomorphic to S1), edges
loose at one end (those with one missing limit point in X), and free floating edges
(components of X homeomorphic to (0, 1) which contain no vertices).
Such pictures lead to the following definition. The involutive set A is the set
of arcs, which are edges together with an orientation, and the involution i swaps
orientation. The partially-defined function t : A9 V takes an arc to the vertex it
points towards.
Definition 1.1. A graph G consists of
(a) a diagram of finite sets1
A D V,i s t
and
(b) a subset ð(G) ⊆ A \ sD called the boundary of G
so that
(A) i is a fixedpoint-free involution,
(B) s is a monomorphism,
(C) isD \ sD ⊆ ð(G), and
(D) ð(G) \ isD is an i-closed subset of A.
We will nearly always consider D as a subset of A, and suppress the natural inclusion
function s : D ⊆ A from the notation. A graph will be called safe if ð(G) = A \ sD,
while if the containment from (b) is strict then the graph will be called unsafe.
This definition is a modification of that in [JK11] in that it has a specified
notion of boundary. There are several other combinatorial definitions of graphs
[BB17, JS91, YJ15] all of which are equivalent (Proposition 15.2, Proposition 15.6,
and Proposition 15.8 of [BB17]) to this one.
Example 1.2 (Exceptional edge and nodeless loop). If Z is a set, write 2Z for the
set
{z, z† | z ∈ Z} ∼= Z q Z
together with the evident involution. We consider Z as a subset of 2Z, and write
Z† for its complement.
1To ensure that we have a set of graphs, insist that all of the sets A,D, V are taken to be
subsets of some fixed infinite set.
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• The exceptional edge, l, is the safe graph with A = 2{∗} = ð(l) and
V = D = ∅. As this graph is so important, we give special names to its
arcs and write A = {], [}.
• A variation is to take A = 2{∗}, V = D = ∅, and have an empty boundary.
We call graphs isomorphic to this one nodeless loops.
Recall that the neighborhood of a vertex v ∈ V is defined to be nb(v) = t−1(v) ⊆
D. The valence of a vertex v is just the cardinality of the set nb(v).
Many other examples of graphs are given in the companion paper [HRY20]. For
instance, if G is connected and every vertex is bivalent, then G is either a linear
graph or a cycle.
Definition 1.3 (Stars). For n ≥ 0, the n-star ☆n has V a one-point set, D =
{1, . . . , n}, and A = 2D (where 2(−) is as in Example 1.2). The function s : D →
A = 2D is just the subset inclusion. More generally, if S is any set we define ☆S to
be the (connected) graph with a single vertex so that A = 2S, D = S† ⊆ 2S, and
ð(☆S) = S ⊆ 2S. There are also variations of stars built from a fixed (connected)
graph G.
• Let ☆G be the one-vertex graph with A = 2ð(G) and D = ð(G)†. Notice
that we must have ð(☆G) = A \D = ð(G) and that the neighborhood of
the unique vertex is D = ð(G)†. In other words, ☆G = ☆ð(G).
• Suppose that v is a vertex of G and let nb(v) be its neighborhood in G. We
let ☆v denote the graph with V = {v}, D = nb(v), and A = 2 nb(v). The
boundary of ☆v is nb(v)† ⊆ 2 nb(v). There is a canonical embedding
ιv : ☆v → G
coming from the natural inclusions {v} ⊆ V (G) and nb(v) ⊆ D(G).
Let us now recall several varieties of morphisms from [HRY20] and [JK11].
Definition 1.4 (Natural transformations of graphs). Let I denote the category
with three objects and three generating arrows, of shape • • •. Part of
the data of each graph G is a functor from I into finite sets where the leftward
arrow is sent to a monomorphism and the generating endomorphism is sent to a
free involution.
• A graph is connected if this functor is connected as an object in FinSetI
(that is, if it is nonempty and cannot be written as a nontrivial coproduct
in this category).
• If G and G′ are graphs, then a natural transformation G→ G′ is said to be
e´tale if
(1) the right-hand square of
A D V
A′ D′ V ′
i
s t
i′
s′ t′
is a pullback, and
(2) the set A \ (ð(G)qD) maps into A′ \ (ð(G′)qD′).
• If G and G′ are connected graphs, then an e´tale map is called an embedding
if V → V ′ is a monomorphism.
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• The set E˜mb(G) consists of all embeddings with codomain G. The set
Emb(G) is the quotient of E˜mb(G) by the relation that f ∼ h whenever
there is an isomorphism z with f = hz.
Note that (2) is automatically satisfied when G is safe. The original definition of
e´tale, from [JK11] only had condition (1) as all graphs were implicitly regarded as
safe.
In order to state our definition of graphical map from [HRY20], we need two
supplementary definitions. Both of these are initially functions on E˜mb(G), but as
we saw in the companion paper these descend to Emb(G).
Definition 1.5 (Invariants of embeddings). Suppose that G and G′ are two (po-
tentially unsafe) graphs.
• Given any e´tale map f : G′ → G, there is a corresponding element∑
v∈V ′
f(v) ∈ NV
in the free commutative monoid on V . The vertex sum, denoted ς :
Emb(G) → NV , is the function that takes [f : G′ → G] to ∑v∈V ′ f(v).
As we restrict to embeddings, this function factors through the power set
℘(V ) ⊆ NV .
• The restriction of any embedding f : G′ → G to the boundary ð(G′) is a
monomorphism. We write ð : Emb(G)→ ℘(A(G)) for the function which
takes [f : G′ → G] to f(ð(G′)) ⊆ A(G).
Definition 1.6 (Graphical category). The graphical category U has objects the
safe, connected graphs. A morphism ϕ : G→ G′ (where G and G′ are safe) consists
of the following data:
• A map of involutive sets ϕ0 : A→ A′
• A function ϕ1 : V → Emb(G′)
These data should satisfy two conditions.
(i) The inequality
∑
v∈V ς(ϕ1(v)) ≤
∑
w∈V ′ w holds in NV ′.
(ii) For each v, we have a (necessarily unique) bijection making the diagram
nb(v) A
ð(ϕ1(v)) A′
i
∼= ϕ0
commute, where the top map i is the restriction of the involution on A.
(iii) If the boundary of G is empty, then there exists a v so that ϕ1(v) is not an
edge.
The extended graphical category U˜ is defined similarly, except the objects are allowed
to be arbitrary connected graphs and condition (iii) for morphisms is replaced by
(iii’) If the boundary of G is empty and ϕ1(v) is an edge for every v, then G
′ is
a nodeless loop.
The composition in U and U˜ are given by graph substitution. Let us recall the
idea; a precise definition in our setting appears in Definition 1.10. Suppose that we
are given a graph G, a collection of graphs Hv indexed by the vertices of G, and
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specified bijections i nb(v) ∼= ð(Hv). Then we can form a new graph G{Hv} where
we replace each vertex v by the graph Hv, identifying the edges at the boundary of
Hv with the edges incident to the vertex v in G.
Definition 1.7 (Composition of graphical maps). Suppose that ϕ : G → G′ and
ψ : G′ → G′′ are graphical maps. We will define the composite ψ ◦ ϕ. First,
we have (ψ ◦ ϕ)0 = ψ0 ◦ ϕ0. To define (ψ ◦ ϕ)1(v), where v is a vertex of G,
first let ϕv : Kv ↪→ G′ be an embedding representing ϕ1(v). For a vertex w in
ϕv(V (Kv)) ⊆ V (G′), we can find an embedding ψw : Hw ↪→ G′′ representing ψ1(w).
It turns out that the ψw assemble into a single embedding
2
(1) Kv{Hw} ↪→ G′′
which factors each of the embeddings ψw. The function (ψ ◦ϕ)1 sends v to the class
of (1) in Emb(G′′).
See [HRY20] for further details.
Remark 1.8. There is a related notion of morphism of connected graphs in [JK11],
but based on e´tale maps between connected safe graphs, rather than embeddings.
Joyal and Kock do not include the conditions (i) and (iii) of Definition 1.6 in their
definition. Further, condition (ii) is modified to reflect that e´tale maps need not
be injective on boundaries. This yields a category of connected safe graphs Gr,
and each graphical map in the sense of Definition 1.6 is a morphism in Gr. The
weak factorization system that is meant to exist on the category of Joyal and Kock
becomes an orthogonal factorization system on our category,3 which is much easier
to work with. Moreover, our category admits a generalized Reedy structure in the
sense of [BM11], allowing us flexibility when considering model structures in the
companion paper [HRY20].
Embeddings constitute the right class of an orthogonal factorization system on
U (resp. on U˜). Morphisms in the left class are called active maps.
Definition 1.9 (Active maps). A morphism ϕ : G → G′ is called active if ϕ0 :
A→ A′ induces a bijection ð(G)→ ð(G′).
• If G is a graph, there is a canonical active map ☆G → G (see Definition 1.3)
which sends the unique vertex of ☆G to [idG : G → G] and on arcs gives
the identity on ð(☆G) = ð(G).
• More generally, if G is a graph, S is a set, and ξ : S → ð(G) is a function,
then there is an associated active map ☆S → G whose map on arcs restricts
to ξ : S → ð(G) ⊆ A(G).
Before Definition 1.7, we mentioned the idea of graph substitution. In Construc-
tion 2.8, it will be helpful to have a concrete model on hand. Further, the notion
of the Segal core of a graph is essential throughout this paper. As these concepts
are closely related, we combine them into a single definition. Recall that if G is a
graph then the representable presheaf U[G] is the contravariant functor from U to
Set with U[G]H = U(H,G).
2The fact that this is an embedding and not merely e´tale follows from (i) of Definition 1.6.
3Compare with [Koc16, 2.4.14] in the directed setting, which is much simpler as embeddings in
that context are monomorphisms.
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Definition 1.10 (Graph substitution and Segal cores). Suppose that G is a con-
nected graph containing at least one vertex, and let Ei be its set of internal edges.
For each internal edge e ∈ Ei, choose an ordering e = [x1e, x2e] for the two-element
equivalence class of arcs comprising e. The underlying functor of G (in the diagram
category FinSetI ) may be regarded as a coequalizer
(2)
∐
e∈Ei
l ∐
v∈V
☆v G,<=
where the map on the right is
∐
v ιv. Explicitly, we have
• < is the coproduct of maps <e : l → ☆tx1e with <e(]) = (x1e)† ∈ ð(☆tx1e)
and <e([) = x1e ∈ D(☆tx1e);
• = is the coproduct of maps =e : l → ☆tx2e with =e([) = (x2e)† ∈ ð(☆tx2e)
and =e(]) = x2e ∈ D(☆tx2e).
I We first describe graph substitution. Suppose we are given graphs Hv and
isomorphisms mv from i(nb(v)) ⊆ A(G) to ð(Hv). We then have induced maps
<˜ and =˜, where
– <˜ is the coproduct of maps <˜e : l → Htx1e with <˜e(]) = mtx1e(ix1e) ∈ ð(Htx1e),
– =˜ is the coproduct of maps =˜e : l → Htx2e with =˜e([) = mtx2e(ix2e) ∈ ð(Htx2e).
We can then form the coequalizer∐
e∈Ei
l ∐
v∈V
Hv K.
<˜
=˜
pi
There is an induced monomorphism (see [HRY20]) ð(G)→ A(K) \D(K) and we
declare ð(K) to be the image of this function. We write G{Hv} for this graph,
called graph substitution of Hv into G.
I We likewise can form corresponding coequalizer to (2) in Û,∐
e∈Ei
U[l] ∐
v∈V
U[☆v] Sc[G],<=
and we call the target the Segal core of G. It comes with a map Sc[G]→ U[G]
induced by
∐
ιv :
∐
v∈V U[☆v]→ U[G]. In the case when G = l, we declare the
map Sc[G]→ U[G] to be the identity map on U[G].
We return to Segal core definitions in a different context in Notation 3.11.
2. Modular operads
In this section, we define (colored) modular operads in a closed monoidal category
(§2.1) and fabricate a class of examples coming from graphs (§2.2). Our modular
operads come equipped with an involution on color sets, and are an enriched version
of the compact symmetric multicategories introduced in [JK11]. All of the examples
in §2.2 in fact come equipped with free involutions on the sets of colors.
Remark 2.1. At first glance it may appear that §2.1 depends on our particular
choice of graph formalism (Definition 1.1). In fact, our constructions are relatively
formalism agnostic, as long as we can get a handle on what the set of arcs (and the
involution on that set) of a graph should be. For example, if one chooses to use
Yau–Johnson graphs as in [YJ15, §1.2], then the set of arcs A may be identified
with Flag(G)q Legso(G). The involution on A is uniquely specified so that it
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• acts on this added Legso(G) component by including into Flag(G),
• acts on Flag(G) \ Legs(G) via ιG,
• acts on Legse(G) ⊆ Flag(G) by piG.
We consider the subset Legso(G) ⊆ Flag(G) as being part of neighborhoods for some
vertices, while the new summand Legso(G) constitutes part of the boundary ð(G).
Specifically, ð(G) is the sum of this added Legso(G) and Legse(G) ⊆ Flag(G).
Throughout this section ‘graph’ will mean ‘connected graph’ unless otherwise
indicated. We emphasize that we are generally including nodeless loops as well,
which is important in order to avoid the issue mentioned in Remark 2.15.
2.1. Monads governing modular operads. Let us fix a cocomplete, closed,
symmetric monoidal category (E,⊗, 1). In this subsection we give a monadic
description of C-colored modular operads in E, where C is an involutive set. The
monad in question is an adaptation of other existing monads for modular operads
([Mar08, §7], [GK98, 2.17], [BB17, §10.1]) and generalized operadic structures
([BB17, §6], [YJ15, 10.2,10.3]). It is also closely related to the monad from [JK11,
§5]; see Remark 2.15. As such, the chief aim of the beginning of this subsection is
to fix notation and provide enough background for the remainder of the paper. In
Definition 2.13 we explain how to define morphisms between modular operads with
different color sets.
Definition 2.2. Let BC denote the groupoid with:
• objects pairs (S, ξ), where S is a finite set and ξ : S → C is a function, and
• morphisms (S, ξ)→ (S′, ξ′) are bijections f : S → S′ so that ξ = ξ′ ◦ f .
In particular, B{∗} is just the usual category of finite sets and bijections. Note
that Definition 2.2 ignores the involution present on the set C.
Remark 2.3. We could instead restrict this definition to the finite sets {1, . . . , n}.
In this case, a coloring function ξ is the same thing as an ordered list c1, . . . , cn
of elements of C. Suppose σ is an automorphism of {1, . . . , n}, considered as a
morphism of BC from ξ → ξσ−1. Using the identification of ξ with the list c1, . . . , cn
and likewise for ξσ−1, the morphism σ goes from c1, . . . , cn to cσ−1(1), . . . , cσ−1(n).
Thus we can identify ΣC from [HRY17, Definition 2.11] with the full subcategory of
BC whose objects have the form ({1, . . . , n}, ξ) for some n.
The functor ΣC → BC is, in fact, an equivalence of categories. Everything
we’re doing in this section could actually be done ‘skeletally’, that is, by restricting
our constructions to ΣC. This would require us to consider graphs with extra
structure, namely orderings on each set nb(v) and on ð(G). We’ve typically taken
this approach in earlier work (for example, in [HRY19] which also deals with the
undirected context), but will not do so here. This choice allows us to track certain
other papers (e.g., [Dou17, JK11, Mar16]) more closely.
Notation 2.4. If Z is a subset of C, we will write  : Z ↪→ C for the inclusion.
We now define certain graph groupoids.
Definition 2.5 (Groupoids of colored graphs). Let C be a set equipped with an
involution c 7→ c†.
• A C-colored graph is a graph G together with an involutive map ζ : A→ C.
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• Let grC be the groupoid whose objects are C-colored graphs and whose
isomorphisms (G, ζ)→ (G′, ζ ′) are graph isomorphisms z : G→ G′ so that
A A′
C
ζ
z
ζ′
commutes.
• There is a functor, which we call ðC,
grC BC
(G, ζ) (ð(G), ζ|ð(G)).
ðC
• If (S, ξ) ∈ BC, let grC(S, ξ) denote the category (S, ξ) ↓ ðC.
Let’s unravel this last definition. An object of grC(S, ξ) consists of a triple
(f,G, ζ) where (G, ζ) is a C-colored graph and f : S → ð(G) is a bijection so that
ζ|ð(G) ◦ f = ξ. An isomorphism (f,G, ζ) → (f ′, G′, ζ ′) is a graph isomorphism
z : G→ G′ so that the diagram
S
ð(G) ð(G′)
A A′
C
f f ′
ζ
z
ζ′
commutes.
Remark 2.6. The groupoid gr{∗} is equivalent to Iso(U) q C2, where C2 is the
cyclic group of order 2 (considered as a one-object groupoid). Indeed, the only
connected graphs that do not already appear in U are nodeless loops, each of which
has a single nontrivial automorphism.
Notice that if ` : (S, ξ) → (S′, ξ′) is an isomorphism of BC, then we have an
induced functor in the reverse direction grC(S, ξ)← grC(S′, ξ′) : `∗ taking (f,G, ζ)
to (f ◦ `,G, ζ). This is of course an isomorphism, and we write `! : grC(S, ξ) →
grC(S
′, ξ′) for the functor sending (f,G, ζ) to (f ◦ `−1, G, ζ). In other words, we are
considering grC(−) as a functor from BC to the category of groupoids.
Before approaching the next definition, we introduce some convenient shorthand
which we use for the remainder of this subsection. Suppose that (G, ζ) is a C-colored
graph and X is an object of EBC . We will write X(v) for the object
X(v) = X(i nb(v), ζ|i nb(v))
in E, suppressing the colored graph (G, ζ) from the notation. Likewise, for graph
groupoids, we write
grC(v) = grC(i nb(v), ζ|i nb(v)).
Definition 2.7 (Decorations). Suppose given an object X ∈ EBC .
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(1) Let (G, ζ) be a C-colored graph. Define the object
X[G, ζ] =
⊗
v∈V
X(v) =
⊗
v∈V
X(i nb(v), ζ|i nb(v))
in E.
(2) A decoration of G by X or an X-decoration of G consists of an involutive
function ζ : A(G)→ C and an element of X[G, ζ].
(3) The assignment (X, (G, ζ)) 7→ X[G, ζ] is the object part of a bifunctor
EBC × grC → E.
Construction 2.8 (Colored graph substitution). Suppose that (G, ζ) is a C-colored
graph. We describe an associated functor∏
v∈V
grC(v)→ grC(ð(G), ζ|ð(G)).
Let (mv, Hv, ζv) denote an object of grC(v) = grC(i nb(v), ζ|i nb(v)), where mv :
i nb(v) → ð(Hv) is a bijection satisfying ζ|i nb(v) = ζv ◦mv. Then
∏
v(mv, Hv, ζv)
will map to an object of the form (ð(G)
∼=−→ ð(G{Hv}), G{Hv}, ζ˜). Here, the graph
substitution G{Hv} is defined using the bijections mv. The coloring function ζ˜ is
induced from ζ and the ζv. Specifically, the underlying functor part of the graph
substitution is described in Definition 1.10. Since colimits in functor category
FinSetI are computed objectwise, we have a coequalizer diagram and an induced
map ∐
e∈Ei
A(l) ∐
v∈V
A(Hv) A(G{Hv})
C
ζ
<˜
=˜
pi
ζv
ζ˜
into C. The map ð(G) → ð(G{Hv}) is the canonical identification of ð(G) with
ð(G{Hv}).
Graph substitution induces an endofunctor >C = > : EBC → EBC where
(>X)(S, ξ) = colim
(f,G,ζ)∈grC(S,ξ)
X[G, ζ].
Our next goal is to show that > can be given the structure of a monad (Propo-
sition 2.11). Let us first define µ : >> ⇒ >; it is sufficient to define, for
(f,G, ζ) ∈ grC(S, ξ) and X ∈ EBC the composites
>X[G, ζ]→ >>X(S, ξ)→ >X(S, ξ).
We have the following equalities
>X[G, ζ] =
⊗
v∈V
>X(v) =
⊗
v∈V
colim
(mv,Hv,ζv)∈
grC(v)
X[Hv, ζv]
∼= colim∏
v grC(v)
⊗
v∈V
X[Hv, ζv],
where the isomorphism comes from the fact that E is closed (so ⊗ commutes with
colimits). Further, we have⊗
v∈V (G)
X[Hv, ζv] ∼=
⊗
w∈V (G{Hv})
X(w) = X[G{Hv}, ζ˜]
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where ζ˜ is the coloring for G{Hv} appearing in Construction 2.8. Thus graph
substitution provides the first map in the composite
(3) >X[G, ζ]→ colim
grC(ð(G),ζ|ð(G))
X[K, ζ ′]
∼=−→ (>X)(S, ξ),
while the second morphism comes from the functor grC(ð(G), ζ|ð(G))→ grC(S, ξ)
induced by f : (S, ξ)→ (ð(G), ζ|ð(G)).
Remark 2.9. The above degenerates into something much simpler for (f,G, ζ) ∈
grC(S, ξ) when G has no vertices. In that case, both >X[G, ζ] and X[G, ζ] are the
tensor unit. Further, what would usually be the structural map X[G{Hv}, ζ˜] →
(>X)(ð(G), ζ|ð(G)) just becomes a map from X[G, ζ] at the object (id, G, ζ) ∈
grC(ð(G), ζ|ð(G)). That is, (3) factors through this structural map:
X[G, ζ]
>X[G, ζ] colim
grC(ð(G),ζ|ð(G))
X[K, ζ ′] (>X)(S, ξ).
We now turn to the unit η : id⇒ >. For this, the following definition is helpful.
Definition 2.10. Let (S, ξ) be an object of BC. Recall that the graph ☆S from
Definition 1.3 has a single vertex, A = 2S, and ð(☆S) = S. There is a unique
involutive extension ξ☆ : 2S → C of ξ : S → C, namely the one with ξ☆(s) = ξ(s)
and ξ☆(s†) = (ξ(s))†.
If (S, ξ) ∈ BC, then X[☆S , ξ☆] = X(S, ξ). The map
η(S,ξ) : X(S, ξ)→ >X(S, ξ)
is defined to be the structural map
X[☆S , ξ☆]→ colim
(f,G,ζ)∈grC(S,ξ)
X[G, ζ]
associated with the object (idS ,☆S , ξ☆) ∈ grC(S, ξ).
Proposition 2.11. The functor > = >C : EBC → EBC , coupled with the natural
transformations µ : >> ⇒ > and η : id⇒ >, comprise a monad.
Proof. Graph substitution is associative and unital ([YJ15, Theorem 5.32; Lemma
5.31]) which implies the result. 
Definition 2.12. Given an involutive set of colors C, the category of algebras over
the monad (>C, µ, η) on EBC is denoted by ModOpC(E). Objects of ModOpC(E)
are called modular operads in E with objects C.
Given a map f : C→ D of involutive sets, there is corresponding adjoint pair
f! : ModOpC(E)ModOpD(E) : f∗
where (f∗X)(S, ξ) = X(S, f ◦ ξ). It is evident that (gf)∗ = f∗g∗, so it follows that
g!f! = (gf)!.
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Definition 2.13. Let ModOp(E) denote the category of all modular operads. If
X has objects C and Y has objects D, then
ModOp(E)(X,Y ) =
∐
f :C→D
ModOpC(E)(X, f
∗Y )
where f ranges over all maps of involutive sets C→ D. Composition of morphisms is
as usual in the Grothendieck construction. More precisely, if iSet is the category of
involutive sets, then there is a functor iSetop → Cat that sends C to ModOpC(E)
and f : C→ D to f∗ defined above. Then ModOp(E)→ iSet, sending a modular
operad to its involutive set of colors, is the associated Grothendieck (cartesian)
fibration.
Each of the categories ModOpC(E) will be complete or cocomplete when E is.
Completeness is standard, while for cocompleteness one should check that >C is a
finitary monad. In her thesis, Sophie Raynor shows that there is a colored operad
whose category of algebras is ModOpC(E) [Ray18, §4.5], which implies this fact.
Remark 2.14. Since each f∗ has a left adjoint f!, the functor ModOp(E)→ iSet is
actually a bifibration (see, for instance, [Jac99, Lemma 9.1.2]). Given any bifibration
with bicomplete base and bicomplete fibers, the total category is also bicomplete
(this is classical, see Exercise 9.2.4, p.531 of [Jac99]). Since iSet and all ModOpC(E)
are bicomplete when E is, it follows that ModOp(E) is also bicomplete when E is.
Remark 2.15. The category of colored modular operads of Definition 2.13 was
introduced in [JK11], under the name ‘compact symmetric multicategories,’ using a
related monad but only for E = Set. One benefit to their approach is that it used
a single monad, rather than one for each involutive set of colors. One drawback
is that it is not clear how to generalize to the cases when E is different from Set.
Note that in the third paragraph of §5 of [JK11], the monad is not well-defined at
level n = 0; one needs to add in nodeless loops to the collection of graphs to make
this correct. An alternative approach can be found in [Ray19].
Remark 2.16. At the beginning of the introduction, we said that (monochrome)
modular operads may be specified by composition operations and by contraction
operations, which satisfy a small collection of axioms. Appropriate presentations
appear in the non-skeletal setting in Definition 2.1 of [Dou17] (stable) and Definition
A.4 of [Mar16] (unstable). Of course this works just as well for the C-colored modular
operads of Definition 2.12, with the understanding that one should replace finite sets
with finite sets over C and that compositions and contractions will be defined only
when the colorings match; this was laid out in [Ray18, §2.2]. All of these references
cover the case of non-unital modular operads. To our knowledge there is not a
similar presentation for the skeletal context (as in Remark 2.3) in the literature.
However, for the case of cyclic operads (with units and involutive color sets), where
we have compositions but no contractions, such a system is included in the paper
[DCH18] of Drummond-Cole and the first author. In any case, we expect that these
types of ‘biased’ definitions of modular operads would play a key role in determining
whether modular operads are equivalent to strict inner Kan U-presheaves.
2.2. The modular operad associated to a graph. Let us consider C-colored
modular operads with underlying symmetric monoidal category E = Set. There is
an adjunction
FC : Set
BC ModOpC : UC,
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(where UCFC = >C) which we can use to produce new modular operads. In particular,
if G is a graph then we can produce a modular operad 〈G〉 whose operations are
generated by the vertices of G.
Definition 2.17 (The modular operad generated by a graph). Suppose G is a
connected,4 possibly unsafe, graph with set of arcs A and set of vertices V .
(1) If ℘(A) is the power set of A, we consider the object G℘ in Set
℘(A) satisfying
G℘(Z) is a point if Z = inb(v) for some v, and otherwise G℘(Z) is empty.
(2) The power set ℘(A) of subsets of A includes into the groupoid BA by sending
a subset Z ⊆ A to (Z, ) (see Notation 2.4). We write GB ∈ SetBA for the
left Kan extension of G℘.
(3) More concretely, GB ∈ SetBA is given by
GB(S, ξ) =
{
{(v, ξ)} if ξ : S → A is injective and ξ(S) = i nb(v)
∅ otherwise.
(4) Define a (free A-colored) modular operad, the modular operad generated by
G, as 〈G〉 = FA(GB) ∈ModOpA.
Given that an C-colored modular operad is an algebra over the monad >C in
Section 2.1, we see that an element in 〈G〉 is represented by a GB-decorated graph;
let us unravel this a bit. If (S, ξ) is an object of BA, then
〈G〉(S, ξ) = (>GB)(S, ξ) = colim
(f,K,ζ)∈grA(S,ξ)
GB [K, ζ].
Here, (K, ζ) is an A-colored graph (which may be a nodeless loop, see Example 1.2),
f : S → ð(K) is a bijection so that ζ|ð(K) ◦ f = ξ, and
GB [K, ζ] =
∏
w∈V (K)
GB(i nb(w), ζ|i nb(w)).
Given the structure of GB, the set GB[K, ζ] will be a point just when, for each
w ∈ V (K), the function ζ|i nb(w) constitutes a bijection i nb(w)→ inb(v) for some
(unique, since G is connected) vertex v ∈ V (G). In all other cases, GB [K, ζ] is the
empty set.
Remark 2.18. Let G be a safe graph. An important special case of elements of
〈G〉 come from embeddings in the sense of Definition 1.4. Specifically, if K is an
object of U and f : K ↪→ G is an embedding, then the maps A(K) → A(G) and
V (K)→ V (G) constitute a GB-decoration of K. There’s a slight ambiguity about
where in 〈G〉 to locate this element, and we make the following choice. We have the
factorization
ð(K) ð(f)
A(K) A(G)
∼=
f
and we write (f |ð(K))−1 : ð(f) → ð(K) for inverse of the top map. Then we
associate to f the object ((f |ð(K))−1,K, f) in grA(G)(ð(f), ) (see Notation 2.4
and the discussion following Definition 2.5), so we think of f as representing an
4This definition is nearly correct for disconnected graphs as well, but does not produce the
expected answer when G has more than one isolated vertex.
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object of 〈G〉(ð(f), ). There are other choices about where this element should
live; for example, we could have it live in 〈G〉(ð(K), f |ð(K)). A primary benefit to
our choice is that it is invariant under isomorphism of embeddings: if f1 : K1 → G
and f2 : K2 → G are two embeddings with f1 = f2z (z an isomorphism), then
ð(f1) = ð(f2). The isomorphism z lives in grA(G)(ð(f1), ) so f1 and f2 will represent
the same element of 〈G〉(ð(f1), ). Had we made the alternative choice, where fj
represents an element of 〈G〉(ð(Kj), fj |ð(Kj)), then these two elements would not
even be immediately comparable.
In summary, we’ve both shown how elements of E˜mb(G) produce elements of
〈G〉, and also that this association factors through Emb(G). That is, we have an
inclusion
Emb(G) ⊆
∐
Z⊆A
〈G〉(Z, ).
Be careful, though: if Z ⊆ A is of order two, we may have distinct elements of
〈G〉(Z, ) which are both represented by embeddings, just as in [HRY20, Proposi-
tion 1.25].
Example 2.19. Let G = l be the exceptional edge. We have A = {], [} and
V = ∅. Then GB is the initial object in Set
BA , that is, GB(S, ξ) = ∅ for each
finite set S and each function ξ : S → A. As FA is a left adjoint, this implies that
〈G〉 = FA(GB) is initial in ModOpA. The considerations above show that we have
|〈G〉(S, ξ)| =

1 if ξ : S → A is bijective,
1 if S = ∅, and
0 otherwise.
The second line comes from the fact that there are two A-colorings of a nodeless
loop, but they are isomorphic in grA(∅, ). We likewise have two A-colorings of
the exceptional edge, which are isomorphic in grA, but are incomparable once we
consider the extra structure to make them objects of grA(S, ξ) for some (S, ξ). For
any P ∈ ModOpC, we have ModOp(〈l〉, P ) ∼= C: any map f is determined by
f(]) ∈ C.
A nodeless loop will also generate the modular operad from this example, as the
boundary of G does not factor in the definition of 〈G〉.
Example 2.20. If G is the isolated vertex ☆0, then we have A = ∅ and V = {v}.
The resulting object 〈☆0〉 is in ModOp∅, hence only has a single set to define. In
this case, 〈☆0〉(∅, id∅) is a point. In fact, ModOp∅ is equivalent to the category
of sets, and 〈☆0〉 is a generator.
We wish to show that the assignment G 7→ 〈G〉 is the object part of a functor
from U→ModOp. As 〈G〉 is a free A-colored modular operad, it is easy to define
maps out of 〈G〉.
Lemma 2.21. Suppose G is a graph and P is a C-colored modular operad. A map
f : 〈G〉 → P
is equivalent to the data:
• an involutive function f0 : A→ C, where A is the set of arcs of G, and
• for each vertex v ∈ V (G), an element f1(v) in P (i nb(v), f0|i nb(v)).
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GB f
∗
0>A(H)(HB)
f∗0>A(H)g∗0>A(K)(KB)
f∗0UA(H)FA(H)g
∗
0>A(K)(KB)
f∗0UA(H)g
∗
0FA(K)>A(K)(KB)
(g0 ◦ f0)∗>A(K)(KB) f∗0 g∗0>A(K)>A(K)(KB)
f1
(g◦f)1
f∗0>A(H)(g1)
=
(4)
=
(g0◦f0)∗µ
Figure 2. Composition of maps between graphical modular operads
Proof. The first piece of data just comes from the fact that A and C are the color
sets for these modular operads. The data of a map 〈G〉 → P with underlying
color map f0 : A → C is just a map 〈G〉 → f∗0P in ModOpA. But 〈G〉 is free in
ModOpA, so this just amounts to a map of BA diagrams GB → f∗0P . We of course
have
f∗0P (S, ξ) = P (S, f0 ◦ ξ).
The result then follows from the description in Definition 2.17 of GB as a left Kan
extension. 
Remark 2.22 (Composition of maps between graphical modular operads). Let
us describe composition of maps appearing in Lemma 2.21 whose targets are also
modular operads generated by graphs. As might be expected, this looks a bit like
Kleisli composition, but adjusted for the fact that ModOp is the Grothendieck
construction associated to C 7→ModOpC (Definition 2.13). Specifically, suppose
that f : 〈G〉 → 〈H〉 and g : 〈H〉 → 〈K〉 are modular operad maps. By the lemma,
this is equivalent to maps
f1 : GB → f∗0>A(H)(HB)
g1 : HB → g∗0>A(K)(KB)
in the diagram categories SetBA(G) and SetBA(H) . The map g∗0 is a functor from
SetBA(K) to SetBA(H) with (g∗0X)(S, ξ) = X(S, g0 ◦ ξ); likewise, g0 also induces a
functor g∗0 between ModOpA(K) → ModOpA(H) satisfying UA(H)g∗0 = g∗0UA(K).
Applying the first of these to the unit η : id⇒ >A(K) = UA(K)FA(K) for the monad
>A(K) gives a natural transformation
g∗0 ⇒ g∗0>A(K) = g∗0UA(K)FA(K) = UA(H)g∗0FA(K).
Taking adjoints gives a natural transformation
(4) FA(H)g
∗
0 ⇒ g∗0FA(K)
of functors SetBA(K) → ModOpA(H). To get (g ◦ f)1, we use the diagram in
Figure 2, where µ is the multiplication of the monad >A(K).
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We wish to extend the assignment G 7→ 〈G〉 to a functor U→ModOp. As we
have seen, defining maps out of 〈G〉 is straightforward, since 〈G〉 is free in ModOpA.
We use Remark 2.18 to regard embeddings as elements of 〈G〉.
Definition 2.23 (Assignment on morphisms). Suppose that ϕ : G → G′ is a
graphical map in U. Define a morphism of modular operads f : 〈G〉 → 〈G′〉, using
Lemma 2.21, as follows:
• The map of involutive sets f0 : A→ A′ is just ϕ0.
• Each ϕ1(v) ∈ Emb(G′) determines an element of 〈G′〉(ð(ϕ1(v)), ) by Re-
mark 2.18. There is an isomorphism (ð(ϕ1(v)), ) ∼= (i nb(v), ϕ0|i nb(v)) in
BA′ by Definition 1.6(ii), and we let
f1(v) ∈ 〈G′〉(inb(v), ϕ0|i nb(v)) ∼= 〈G′〉(ð(ϕ1(v)), )
be the element corresponding to ϕ1(v) ∈ Emb(G′).
Each isomorphism of U maps to an isomorphism of modular operads. In
Lemma 2.24 we give a partial converse to this statement. Notice in this lemma
that the graphs G and G′ are in U; in particular, neither of these graphs is a
nodeless loop. Of course nodeless loops will generate the same modular operad as
the exceptional edge (the initial object in ModOp2{∗} as in Example 2.19), though
these are not isomorphic graphs. See the paragraph preceding Remark 3.19 where
we consider this extension. A discussion on a similar topic in the directed setting
appears in Section 2 of [HRY18].
Lemma 2.24. Suppose that G and G′ are graphs in U. If f : 〈G〉 → 〈G′〉 is an
isomorphism of modular operads, then there exists an isomorphism ϕ : G→ G′ in
U so that ϕ 7→ f .
Proof. As we know f0 : A→ A′ is an involutive isomorphism, we replace (strictly
for convenience) G′ with an isomorphic graph H which has the same set of arcs as
G and the same vertices as G′.
〈G〉 〈H〉
〈G′〉
g
f
∼=
It is sufficient to show that the induced isomorphism g : 〈G〉 → 〈H〉 comes from an
isomorphism in U. Let h be the inverse to g.
We are now just working in ModOpA, the category of algebras for >A = >.
The composition diagram in Remark 2.22 simplifies to the usual Kleisli composition
diagrams.
GB >(HB)
>(GB) >>(GB)
g1
(h◦g)1 >(h1)
µGB
&
HB >(GB)
>(HB) >>(HB)
h1
(g◦h)1 >(g1)
µHB
By the assumption that h = g−1, we have that (h ◦ g)1 = ηGB and (g ◦ h)1 = ηHB ,
where η is the unit of the monad.
Suppose that v is a vertex of G; then the map
g1 : GB(i nb(v), )→ >(HB)(inb(v), )
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v0
w0
v1
w1
G
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
v
w
G′
1
1
2
2
Figure 3. An e´tale map that is not an embedding.
takes (v, ) (see Definition 2.17) to some HB-decorated graph K. The (connected)
graph K must have at least one vertex, since (h ◦ g)1(v, ) is a star, thus is not an
edge. Similarly, in the right-hand diagram we have that h1 only produces graphs
that have at least one vertex.
Now if g1(v, ) has more than one vertex, or a loop at a vertex, then so does
(h ◦ g)1(v, ) since h1 does not send vertices to edges and thus these are preserved by
µ. Since (h ◦ g)1(v, ) is (☆i nb(v), ξ☆), we thus know that g1(v, ) is a HB-decorated
star. Likewise, h1 produces only GB-decorated stars.
It follows that g1 and h1 induce a bijection between V (G) and V (H). If w is
the vertex of H that is associated to g1(v), then we have i : nb(w) → inb(v) is a
bijection, so nb(v) = nb(w). Thus g induces an isomorphism G ∼= H of graphs. 
Proposition 2.25. The assignment G 7→ 〈G〉 on objects from Definition 2.17 and
the assignment on graphical maps from Definition 2.23 constitute a faithful functor
J : U→ModOp which is injective on isomorphism classes of objects.
Proof. The fact that U → ModOp is a functor follows by comparing Figure 2
from Remark 2.22 with the composition for U (Definition 1.7). Lemma 2.24 shows
that the functor is injective on isomorphism classes of objects. To see that the
functor is faithful, suppose that ϕ and ψ are elements of U(G,G′) which map to
the same morphism f : 〈G〉 → 〈G′〉. Then the maps on color sets ϕ0 and ψ0 are
equal. Further, for each v ∈ V (G) the element f1(v) in
Emb(G′) ⊆
∐
Z⊆A′
〈G′〉(Z, ),
is equal to both ϕ1(v) and ψ1(v). 
Example 2.26. The functor J : U → ModOp is not full. Here we give two
examples.
• Consider the two graphs from Figure 3. There is a map from 〈G〉 to 〈G′〉
sending generators to generators, where each vj goes to v and each wj goes
to w, but there is no graphical map G→ G′ which has this behavior. This
example was explained to us by J. Kock, as an illustration of the difference
between e´tale and embedding.
• There is a map 〈☆0〉 → 〈l〉 which takes the unique vertex of ☆0 (see
Example 2.20) to the unique element in 〈l〉(∅, ) (see Example 2.19). In
contrast, there are no maps ☆0 → l in U.
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3. The nerve theorem
At this point, we have defined a functor J : U→ModOp. One can consider the
associated singular functor, or nerve functor, which is specified by N(−) = hom(J,−)
and goes from ModOp to the category of U-presheaves. The aim of this section is
to prove Theorem 3.6, which says both that N is fully-faithful and identifies the
essential image.
Definition 3.1. The nerve functor for modular operads is the functor
ModOp ÛN
which is given on a modular operad P and a graph G ∈ U by
NPG = ModOp(〈G〉, P ).
Here 〈G〉 is the modular operad generated by G ∈ U (Definition 2.17).
An element of the set NPG is a P -decoration of the graph G (Definition 2.7).
This description comes directly from the fact that NPG = ModOp(〈G〉, P ) and
the description of a graphical map given in Lemma 2.21.
Remark 3.2. Given a graph G ∈ U, we now have two ways to assign an object of
Û to G. The first is to consider the representable presheaf U[G], while the second
is to first consider the modular operad 〈G〉 and then take the nerve. In light of
Example 2.26, we do not expect them to always be the same. The representable
U[G] is always a subobject of N〈G〉 (since J is faithful), but, in fact, they nearly
never coincide. To see this, let K be the loop with one vertex and let k be one of
the two arcs of K. By Lemma 2.21, for each arc a of G there is map f : 〈K〉 → 〈G〉
which sends k to a and the unique vertex of K to the edge spanned by a. This type
of collapse behavior is precisely what is prohibited by (iii) of Definition 1.6. Thus
the inclusion U[G]K ⊆ N〈G〉K is strict as long as the arc set of G is non-empty. On
the other hand, we have U[☆0] = N〈☆0〉.
Remark 3.3. Suppose we are given an object (S, ξ) of BC, and let ☆S be the
graph from Definition 1.3. Recall from Example 1.2 that we write A(l) = {], [} and
define, for each s ∈ S, an embedding hs : l → ☆S which sends ] to s. There is a
natural map
`S : NP☆S → (NPl)S
which takes an element x to the function (s 7→ x ◦ hs) ∈ hom(S,NPl). Under
the identifications NPl = ModOp(〈l〉, P ) = hom({]},C) = C, we may regard the
function ξ : S → C as an element of the codomain of `S . The preimage of ξ under
`S is precisely P (S, ξ). That is, P (S, ξ) is part of the following pullback diagram.
P (S, ξ) NP☆S
∗ (NPl)S ∼= C|S|
`S
ξ
We will use this frequently in what follows.
The Segal core inclusions Sc[G] ↪→ U[G], from Definition 1.10, are induced by
the embeddings ιv : ☆v → G (Definition 1.3). This allows us to give the following
generalization of the classical Segal condition for categories.
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Definition 3.4 (Segal objects). Suppose that X is a U-presheaf (in Set).
• The Segal map at G is the map
Û(U[G], X) Û(Sc[G], X)
induced by the Segal core inclusion Sc[G] ↪→ U[G].
• The presheaf X is said to satisfy the Segal condition if, for every G ∈ U,
the Segal map at G is a bijection.
The reader familiar with the work of Chu and Haugseng may wonder about the
relation of this definition with [CH19, Definition 2.6]. As observed in Example
3.12 of [CH19], the category Uop admits the structure of an ‘algebraic pattern.’ A
presheaf X satisfies the Segal condition (in our sense) if and only if it is a ‘Uop-Segal
object in Set.’
Remark 3.5. If X is an object of Û and G is ☆n or l, then the Segal map at G is
a bijection.
We are now prepared to state the first main theorem of this paper.
Theorem 3.6. The nerve functor N : ModOp → Û is fully faithful. Moreover,
the following statements are equivalent for X ∈ Û.
(1) There exists a modular operad P and an isomorphism X ∼= NP .
(2) X satisfies the Segal condition.
We will need a bit of scaffolding before we can approach the proof of this theorem,
which appears below.
Suppose that G is a graph with at least one vertex. As in Definition 1.10, for
each internal edge e ∈ Ei, we choose an ordering e = [x1e, x2e] for the two-element
equivalence class of arcs comprising e.
• Write <e : l → ☆tx1e for the embedding that sends ] to (x1e)† ∈ ð(☆tx1e).
• Write =e : l → ☆tx2e for the embedding that sends ] to x2e ∈ D(☆tx2e).
Lemma 3.7. Suppose that P is a modular operad and G is a graph with at least
one vertex. There is an equalizer diagram
(5) NPG
∏
v∈V
NP☆v ∏
e∈Ei
NPl
<∗
=∗
where <∗ and =∗ are defined so that the diagrams∏
v∈V
NP☆v ∏
e∈Ei
NPl
NP☆tx1e NPl
<∗
pitx1e pie
NP<e
∏
v∈V
NP☆v ∏
e∈Ei
NPl
NP☆tx2e NPl
=∗
pitx2e pie
NP=e
commute for each e ∈ Ei.
Proof. Combine Remark 3.3 with Lemma 2.21. 
Lemma 3.8. The nerve of a modular operad satisfies the Segal condition.
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Proof. If P is a modular operad, then
(6) Û(Sc[G], NP ) = Û(coeq(<,=), NP ) ∼= eq
(
Û(<, NP ), Û(=, NP )
)
.
Here Û(<, NP ) is the top map of the following commutative diagram
Û
( ∐
v∈V
U[☆v], NP) Û( ∐
e∈Ei
U[l], NP
)
∏
v∈V
NP☆v ∏
e∈Ei
NPl
<
∼= ∼=
<∗
and likewise for Û(=, NP ). By Lemma 3.7, the equalizer in (6) coincides with
NPG. 
Let us now verify the first statement in Theorem 3.6.
Proposition 3.9. The nerve functor N : ModOp→ Û is fully faithful.
Proof. Throughout, let P be in ModOpC and Q be in ModOpD. First we will
show that the nerve functor is faithful. Suppose we are given f, g : P → Q in
ModOp with the property that Nf = Ng. In particular, f and g are equal as
involutive functions from NPl = C to NQl = D. As we mentioned in Remark 3.3,
the set P (S, ξ) is the pullback of
NP☆S (NPl)S ∗ξ
and similarly for Q(S, f ◦ ξ) = Q(S, g ◦ ξ). As we have a commutative diagram
NP☆S (NPl)S ∗
NQ☆S (NQl)S ∗,
Nf☆S=Ng☆S fS0 =gS0
ξ
=
f0ξ
it follows that f = g on each set P (S, ξ). Thus f and g are identical.
To show that the nerve functor is full, now suppose we have a map f˜ : NP → NQ
in Û. We wish to exhibit a modular operad map f : P → Q so that f˜ = Nf . By
definition, the map f˜ : NPl → NQl is a map of involutive sets f0 : C→ D.
Similar to previous argument, we know that for each m we have a map of diagrams
NP☆S (NPl)S ∗
NQ☆S (NQl)S ∗,
f˜ f
S
0
ξ
=
f0ξ
which induces a map of pullbacks f : P (S, ξ)→ Q(S, f0ξ).
We’ve now defined a map f in EBC from P to f∗0Q. It remains to show that f is
modular operad map, at which point it is automatic that Nf = f˜ . This amounts to
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showing that the diagram
>CP (S, ξ) (f∗0>DQ) (S, ξ) >DQ(S, f0ξ)
P (S, ξ) (f∗0Q)(S, ξ) Q(S, f0ξ).
>Cf =
f =
commutes, where the vertical maps >CP → P and >DQ → Q are the algebra
structure maps for P and Q.
Consider an object (h,G, ζ) ∈ grC(S, ξ); that is, (G, ζ) is a C-colored graph and
h : S → ð(G) is a bijection so that ζ|ð(G) ◦ h = ξ. It suffices, by Definition 2.7, to
show that for any such object (h,G, ζ) that the diagram
P [G, ζ] Q[G, f0ζ]
P (S, ξ) Q(S, f0ξ).
f
commutes. This is a automatic, as this is a sub-diagram of
NPG NQG
NP☆S NQ☆Sf
where ☆S → G is the active map determined by h : S → ð(G) (Definition 1.9). 
3.1. The modular operad associated to a Segal presheaf. As we saw in
Lemma 3.8, the nerve functor factors through the full subcategory of Segal presheaves.
We now turn to the last remaining part of Theorem 3.6, namely that every Segal
presheaf is (up to isomorphism) the nerve of a modular operad. This requires a
construction X  MX taking a Segal presheaf to a modular operad.
It is technically convenient to work with the extended graphical category U˜ in
this section. In a moment, we will fix a Segal U˜-presheaf X and endeavor to define
M = MX , which we call the modular operad associated to X (Definition 3.17).
As the underlying object of M is defined via certain pullbacks (Definition 3.12),
our construction will only produce an isomorphism class, and is invariant under
isomorphism of U˜-presheaves. Thus the following remark is harmless.
Remark 3.10. If Y is a Segal U-presheaf, then its right Kan extension ι∗Y along
the inclusion ι : U→ U˜ is a Segal U˜-presheaf [HRY20, Theorem 4.12]. By definition,
the modular operad associated to Y is just the modular operad associated to the Segal
U˜-presheaf ι∗Y (Definition 3.17). On the other hand, if X is a Segal U˜-presheaf,
then its restriction ι∗X is a Segal U-presheaf and X ∼= ι∗ι∗X. Thus the modular
operad associated to X is the the same as the modular operad associated to the
restriction ι∗X.
Notation 3.11. If G is a graph in U˜, then we will write Sc[G] ⊆ U˜[G] for the
relevant subobject of the representable object. When G a safe graph, this is just the
left Kan extension of the usual inclusion Sc[G]→ U[G] (Definition 1.10), while if G
is a nodeless loop then it is of the form U˜[l]→ U˜[G]. If X is a U˜-presheaf, we write
XSc[G] = hom(Sc[G], X).
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Fix an arbitrary U˜-presheaf X satisfying the Segal condition, and let C be the
involutive set Xl. We start by constructing the underlying object M in Set
BC .
Definition 3.12. For each function ξ from a set S to Xl = C we define a set
M(S, ξ) as the pullback of
X☆S (Xl)S ∗.ξ
This defines an object M in SetBC .
In particular, M(∅, ) is isomorphic to X☆0 .
In order to now exhibit the object M as an >C-algebra, we need to produce a
map γ : >M →M . We again follow the notation that was introduced just before
Definition 2.7 and abbreviate, for a C-colored graph (G, ζ)
(7) X(v) = X(i nb(v), ζ|i nb(v)) & grC(v) = grC(i nb(v), ζ|i nb(v)).
Let (f,G, ζ) be an object of grC(S, ξ) (that is, (G, ζ) is a C-colored graph and
f : S → ð(G) is a bijection with ζ|ð(G) ◦f = ξ). Since X satisfies the Segal condition
and M(v) is a subset of X☆v , we have an inclusion
M [G, ζ] =
∏
v∈V
M(v) ↪→ XG.
Note that when G has an empty vertex set, then M [G, ζ] is a one-point set and this
inclusion is essentially equivalent to the coloring ζ.
Definition 3.13 (Action on M). We define the algebra structure map γ : >M →M .
• Suppose that (f,G, ζ) is an object of grC(S, ξ). We have the following
commutative diagram
M [G, ζ]
M(S, ξ) ∗
XG X☆S (Xl)S
∃!
ξ
d
where the bottom square is the pullback used to define M(S, ξ) and the
map d : XG → X☆S is induced by the active map ☆S → G coming
from the bijection f : S → ð(G). We write γf,G,ζ for the induced map
M [G, ζ]→M(S, ξ).
• Since >M(S, ξ) = colimgrC(S,ξ)M [G, ζ] we have defined a map >M(S, ξ)→
M(S, ξ) on each component of the colimit and this can be extended to the
whole colimit. Since (S, ξ) was arbitrary, we have a map
γ : >M →M
in BC.
In other words, the structure map γ is ultimately induced by the composites (see
Notation 3.11)
M [G, ζ] ⊆ XSc[G] XG X☆G∼=
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where ☆G = ☆ð(G) → G is the active map induced by the identity on ð(G).
It remains to show that the map γ from Definition 3.13 turns M into a >-algebra.
Let us first address the unit axiom.
Lemma 3.14. The diagram
M >M
M
ηM
=
γ
commutes.
Proof. The composite is
(8) M(S, ξ) M [☆S , ξ☆] M(S, ξ)=η(S,ξ) γidS,☆S,ξ☆
Of course when G = ☆S and d is the identity in Definition 3.13, then the identity
map makes the diagram commute (hence is the unique map making the diagram
commute). It follows that the composite (8) is the identity on M(S, ξ). 
It remains to show that the diagram
(9)
>>M >M
>M M
>γ
µ γ
γ
commutes, where γ : >M → M is the proposed >-algebra structure map from
Definition 3.13. It is enough to show, for each C-colored graph (G, ζ), that the
diagram commutes when restricted to (>M)[G, ζ]→ (>>M)(ð(G), ) coming from
considering (idð(G), G, ζ) as an object of grC(ð(G), ).
Lemma 3.15. If G has no vertices (that is, if G is a nodeless loop or the exceptional
edge), then the diagram
(>M)[G, ζ] M [G, ζ]
(>M)(ð(G), )
M [G, ζ]
(>M)(ð(G), ) (>>M)(ð(G), )
>γ
µ
commutes. Here, the diagonal maps are the structural maps for the colimits and
the top and left maps are just the unique map on the point. This implies that (9)
commutes when restricted to (>M)[G, ζ].
Proof. The long diagonal followed by either >γ or µ factors through the structural
map
M [G, ζ]→ colim
(f,K,ζ′)∈grC(ð(G),)
M [K, ζ ′] = (>M)(ð(G), )
at (id, G, ζ) ∈ grC(ð(G), ). For>γ this follows because>γ is is given componentwise
on
colim
(f,K,ζ′)∈grC(ð(G),)
>M [K, ζ ′] = (>>M)(ð(G), ),
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while for µ it follows from Remark 2.9. But M [G, ζ] is a point, so there is exactly
one way for a function for factor through this structural map. 
Proposition 3.16. The pair (M,γ) (from Definition 3.12 and Definition 3.13) is
an algebra over >C.
Definition 3.17. The pair (M,γ) is called the modular operad associated to X.
Proof of Proposition 3.16. By Lemma 3.14 we know that this pair satisfies the unit
axiom. Thus we must show that (9) commutes, and it is enough to show that it
commutes when restricted along the structural maps (>M)[G, ζ]→ (>>M)(ð(G), ).
Lemma 3.15 covers the case when G has no vertices, so from now on we assume
that G has at least one vertex. In particular, G is an object of U.
The object (>M)[G, ζ] is (using the shorthand from (7) appearing before Defini-
tion 3.13) ∏
v∈G
>M(v) =
∏
v∈G
colim
(mv,Hv,ζv)∈
grC(v)
M [Hv, ζv];
we fix a collection (mv, Hv, ζv) ∈ grC(v) and show that (9) commutes when restricted
to the natural map∏
v∈G
M [Hv, ζv]→ (>M)[G, ζ]→ (>>M)(ð(G), ).
Composing with the arrow on the left of (9) factors as
(10)
∏
v∈G
M [Hv, ζv] (>>M)(ð(G), )
M [G{Hv}, ζ˜] (>M)(ð(G), )
µ
where ζ˜ is from Construction 2.8. The dashed map comes as follows: each M [Hv, ζv]
is a subset of
XSc[Hv] = hom(Sc[Hv], X)
∼=←− XHv
while M [G{Hv}, ζ˜] is a subset of
XSc[G{Hv}]
∼=←− XG{Hv}.
We have a coequalizer diagram∐
e∈Ei
U˜[l] ∐
v∈V
Sc[Hv] Sc[G{Hv}],
<
=
and by applying hom(−, X), we have a monomorphism XSc[G{Hv}] ↪→
∏
v∈GXSc[Hv ].
Compatibility at the boundaries of the Hv implies that the images of the monomor-
phisms
M [G{Hv}, ζ˜] ↪→ XSc[G{Hv}] ↪→
∏
v∈G
XSc[Hv ]
and
∏
M [Hv, ζv] ↪→
∏
XSc[Hv] coincide. This provides the dashed map in (10).
The left bottom composite of (9) is induced from the zigzag∐
v∈G
Sc[Hv]→ Sc[G{Hv}]→ U˜[G{Hv}]← U˜[☆G]
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(where ☆G → G{Hv} is the active map arising from ð(G) ∼= ð(G{Hv})), that is,
this zigzag induces∏
v∈G
M [Hv, ζv] M [G{Hv}, ζ˜] M(ð(G), )
∏
v∈G
XSc[Hv ] XSc[G{Hv}] XG{Hv} X☆G∼=
Let us turn to the top right of (9). The top arrow arises from the diagram∏
v∈G
M [Hv, ζv]
∏
v∈G
M(v)
∏
v∈G
XSc[Hv ]
∏
v∈G
XHv
∏
v∈G
X☆v∼=
where ☆v → Hv is the active map determined by ð(☆v) = nb(v)† ∼= inb(v) mv−−→
ð(Hv) for each v. The vertical inclusion on the right factors through XSc[G]. The
arrow on the right of (9) then comes from the diagram∏
v∈G
M(v) M(ð(G), )
XSc[G] XG X☆G∼=
We thus deduce commutativity of (9) from commutativity of the following diagram
of U˜-presheaves
(11)
Sc[G] U˜[G] U˜[☆G]
Z U˜[G{Hv}]
Sc[G{Hv}]
where the zig-zag on the left comes from the following pair of maps of coequalizers∐
e∈Ei
U˜[l] ∐
v∈V
U˜[☆v] Sc[G]
∐
e∈Ei
U˜[l] ∐
v∈V
U˜[Hv] Z
∐
e∈Ei
U˜[l] ∐
v∈V
Sc[Hv] Sc[G{Hv}]
<
=
=
<˜
=˜
=
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But commutativity of (11) is relatively straightforward. For instance, commutativity
of the square follows from commutativity of☆v G
Hv G{Hv}
ιv
in U˜. 
Lemma 3.18. Let Y be a U-presheaf satisfying the Segal condition and let M be
the modular operad associated to Y (Remark 3.10 and Definition 3.17). There is a
canonical bijection
YG (NM)G
fG
for every G ∈ U. The map f is a morphism of Û.
Proof. By definition of M , there exist bijections
Yl (NM)l = ModOp(U[l],M)
∼=
and
Y☆m (NM)☆m = ModOp(U[☆m],M) = X☆m∼=
which are compatible with the embeddings l → ☆m.
For a graph G with at least one internal edge, the map fG is given by the
composition
Û(U[G], Y ) YG (NM)G Û(U[G], NM)
Û(Sc[G], Y ) Û(Sc[G], NM)
∼=
= fG =
∼=
lim f
∼=
where the vertical arrows are the Segal maps of Definition 3.4, and the two bijections
in the top come from the Yoneda Lemma. The bottom isomorphism follows from the
first paragraph, and the Segal map for the nerve NM is a bijection by Lemma 3.8. 
Proof of Theorem 3.6. We’ve already shown that the nerve functor is fully faithful
in Proposition 3.9. Satisfying the Segal condition is preserved by isomorphism,
so one direction follows immediately from Lemma 3.8. The other direction is
Lemma 3.18. 
We already know (by [HRY20, Theorem 4.12]) that the category of Segal U˜-
presheaves is equivalent to the category of Segal U-presheaves. This latter category
is equivalent to ModOp, but we can say a bit more. The functor U→ModOp
from §2.2 extends to U˜→ModOp by sending a nodeless loop, with arc set A, to
the initial object of ModOpA. Note that this extended functor is not injective on
isomorphism classes of objects, as it was in Proposition 2.25: the exceptional edge
maps to the same modular operad as in Example 2.19.
Remark 3.19. The analogue of Theorem 3.6 holds for the functor U˜→ModOp.
Temporarily write N ′ for the associated functor from ModOp to U˜-presheaves. We
have N = ι∗N ′. As any nodeless loop and the exceptional edge produce the same
modular operad, we can conclude (using also Lemma 3.8) that N ′(P ) is Segal. This
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also shows that N ′ = ι∗N by [HRY20, Theorem 4.12] (or more precisely, that the
unit N ′(Q)→ ι∗ι∗N ′(Q) is an isomorphism for each Q). We have
hom(N ′(P ), N ′(Q)) = hom(N ′(P ), ι∗ι∗N ′(Q))
= hom(ι∗N ′(P ), ι∗N ′(Q))
= hom(N(P ), N(Q))
= ModOp(P,Q).
so we see that N ′ is fully-faithful. Finally, the construction in §3.1 was already
phrased in terms of Segal U˜-presheaves and the proof of Lemma 3.18 holds for N ′.
Remark 3.20. There is a category of colored cyclic operads (see [DCH18, Shu20])
Cyc, which can be defined using monads as in Section 2.1, except only using simply-
connected graphs with nonempty boundary. Let Ucyc denote the full subcategory
of U on the simply-connected graphs with nonempty boundary [HRY20, Section 5].
There is a forgetful functor ModOp→ Cyc, and the composite
Ucyc → U→ModOp→ Cyc
(where the middle functor is from Proposition 2.25) is fully-faithful and injective on
objects. The reader should contrast this situation with Example 2.26 and [HRY19,
Example 5.7]. We expect that Ucyc → Cyc is thus amenable to the techniques of
[Web07] and [BMW12]; in particular, the analogue of Theorem 3.6 may formally
follow from Weber theory.
4. The nerve theorem of Joyal and Kock
In Section 2.2 we indicated how each graph determines a modular operad and
that this constitutes a functor J : U→ModOp. In fact, this factors as
U
ι−→ Gr I−→ModOp,
where Gr (previously seen in Remark 1.8) is the category of Feynman graphs of
Joyal and Kock. The latter functor in this composition appeared in [JK11], though
its existence shouldn’t be surprising: Remark 2.18 extends to e´tale maps, that is,
every e´tale map f : K → G determines an element of 〈G〉(ð(K), f |ð(K))5.
On page 112 of [JK11], the following theorem is announced. Details were promised
in a forthcoming manuscript, which has not appeared in the intervening eight years.
Theorem 4.1 (Joyal and Kock). The functor I : Gr →ModOp induces a fully
faithful functor
NJK : ModOp→ Ĝr
where NJK(P ) = ModOp(I(−), P ). The essential image of NJK is characterized
by the Segal condition.
The reader should note the similarities between this theorem and our Theorem 3.6.
The purpose of the present section is to show how our nerve theorem implies that of
Joyal and Kock. This provides an independent proof of this theorem (whose original
proof was never made public) using alternative techniques. We would also like to
point the reader to the thesis of Sophie Raynor [Ray18], which takes a different
approach to prove a related nerve theorem for modular operads.
5Note, though, that f |ð(K) need not be injective when f is not an embedding. This implies
that we cannot make the same choices we made in Remark 2.18 for e´tale maps.
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The functor ι : U→ Gr induces adjunctions
Ĝr Ûι∗
ι!
ι∗
where ι∗ (resp. ι!) is given by right (resp. left) Kan extension along ιop : Uop → Grop.
The functor ι! is the left adjoint of ι
∗, which in turn is the left adjoint of ι∗.
The categories U and Gr have the same set of objects, and by the Yoneda
lemma the object ι!U[G] is the representable object Gr(−, G). One can define the
Segal condition via Segal cores exactly as in this paper, and then one would see
that ι!Sc[G] → ι!U[G] is the Gr-analogue of the Segal core inclusion since ι! is
cocontinuous. As the diagram
(12)
Û(U[G], ι∗X) Û(Sc[G], ι∗X)
Ĝr(ι!U[G], X) Ĝr(ι!Sc[G], X)
∼= ∼=
is commutative for every G, we see that an object X ∈ Ĝr satisfies the Segal
condition if and only if ι∗X ∈ Û satisfies the Segal condition.
Lemma 4.2. If P is a modular operad, then NJK(P ) ∈ Ĝr satisfies the Segal
condition.
Proof. Consider the diagram (12) for X = NJK(P ) and for an arbitrary graph
G. Since N(P ) ∼= ι∗NJK(P ), we know that the top map is an isomorphism by
Lemma 3.8, hence so is the bottom map. 
Lemma 4.3. The functor NJK : ModOp → Ĝr is fully faithful. Furthermore,
there is a natural isomorphism of functors NJK ∼= ι∗N .
Proof. Consider the composition of functors
U
ι−→ Gr I−→ModOp .
The following two functors are fully faithful:
• the functor I : Gr→ModOp (see [JK11, §6]), and
• the functor N(−) = ModOp(Iι,−) from ModOp to Û (Proposition 3.9).
Both statements of the lemma are then consequences of [LP08, Proposition 1.1]. 
We say that a graph is elementary if it is isomorphic to either the exceptional
edge l or to a star ☆n.
For the proof of the following lemma, it is convenient to utilize the pointwise
description of right Kan extension (see, for instance, Theorem 1 of [ML98, X.3]).
Recall that if Y ∈ Û, then
(ι∗Y )G = lim
G↓ιop
G→H
YH
where G ↓ ιop has objects Grop(G,H) = Gr(H,G) as H varies, and morphisms
from G → H to G → H ′ are those maps in Uop(H,H ′) = U(H ′, H) making the
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diagram
G H
H ′
commute in Grop.
Lemma 4.4. The counit ι∗ι∗ ⇒ id of the adjunction ι∗ a ι∗ is an isomorphism on
each elementary graph. In other words, for each presheaf Y ∈ Û and each elementary
graph K, we have (ι∗Y )K ∼= YK . Furthermore, if K and K ′ are elementary graphs
and f ∈ Gr(K,K ′), then f ∈ U(K,K ′) and (ι∗Y )f ∼= Yf .
Proof. If K is an elementary graph, then Gr(H,K) = U(H,K). This implies that
the object idopK is initial in the categoryK ↓ ιop. Thus the inclusion {idopK } ↪→ K ↓ ιop
induces an isomorphism
(ι∗Y )K = lim
K↓ιop
YH → lim{idopK }
YK = YK .
This proves the first statement. The final sentence of the lemma follows immediately
from naturality and the fact that Gr(K,K ′) = U(K,K ′). 
Lemma 4.5. If X ∈ Ĝr satisfies the Segal condition, then X ∼= NJK(P ) for some
P ∈ModOp.
Proof. As mentioned above, X satisfying the Segal condition is equivalent to ι∗X
satisfying the Segal condition by the square (12). Since ι∗X ∈ Û is Segal, there
exists a P ∈ModOp and an isomorphism ι∗X ∼=−→ N(P ) by Theorem 3.6. We thus
have an isomorphism
ι∗ι∗X
∼=−→ ι∗N(P )
after right Kan extension; by Lemma 4.3 we know NJK(P ) ∼= ι∗N(P ).
Write f for the composite
X → ι∗ι∗X
∼=−→ NJK(P )
where the first map is the unit of the adjunction ι∗ a ι∗. We claim that for each
elementary graph K, the first map XK → (ι∗ι∗X)K is an isomorphism. Indeed, this
map is the first map in the composite
(ι∗X)K → (ι∗ι∗ι∗X)K → (ι∗X)K
which is the identity function by one of the triangle identities for an adjunction
(see Theorem 1(ii)(8) in [ML98, XI.1, p.82]). We showed that the second map
(ι∗ι∗ι∗X)K → (ι∗X)K was an isomorphism in Lemma 4.4, so the claim follows.
We now know that morphism f of Ĝr has the property that fK : XK → NJK(P )K
is an isomorphism for every elementary graph K. Since both X and NJK(P ) are
Segal, this implies that f is an isomorphism. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. By Lemma 4.3, we know that NJK is fully faithful. As
satisfying the Segal condition is invariant under isomorphism, we know by Lemma 4.2
that every X in the essential image of NJK satisfies the Segal condition. Lemma 4.5
provides the reverse containment. 
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In this section we showed that Theorem 3.6 implies Theorem 4.1. This implication
was mostly formal, relying on that fact that ι is a bijection on objects, the coincidence
of the subcategories of elementary graphs, and fully faithfulness of I : Gr →
ModOp. As there is no backwards version of Proposition 1.1 of [LP08], it seems
unlikely that one can recover Theorem 3.6 from Theorem 4.1.
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